
Return to the Trossachs 



The Big level on the Duke’s Road in the 1940’s and the peak of Ben Venue (top Left)  and Ben A’an (Right) c 1950. 
The Slate Quarry village is over the first ridge at middle-left. The  descending the Duke’s Road into Aberfoyle 
reveals a rather prosperous village with large houses (even by today’s standard. This contrasts with the poor land, 
though has deep, rich soil, is  infested with bracken and gorse quite unfit for grazing sheep.  
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Aberfoyle in the 1940’s , show that the only change to landscape  are the Forestry Commission’s plantations 
(bottom right)  dark patches of conifers across the middle (which were  planted about 1928-30.  Otherwise the oak 
woods are remnants of coppice-with-standards . In the light patch below the dark area, are some fine oak trees 
about 4ft (1 m) at the base scattered on the hillside. Since it is fertile site, Douglas fir was in it to replaced the oak.  
On the frosty, early winter of 1956,  we  cut them down  at ground level, with beautiful salmon-bellow Swedish steel 
cross-cut saws and axe.  As any old woodsman in the  it is quite an  art to fell a large oak with axe and  crosscut  
exactly where you’d plan to have dropped and where it does the least damage to the young Douglas fir 



Coming from a home with all conveniences including a walled 
garden to a wooden  house  up in the mountains in the Slate 
Quarry Cottaries on the Duke’s Pass might be a bit of a shock to 
most people. But as a youngster litterally living with Nature was a 
marvellous highland home with clean, fresh air and wide open 
landscapes full of wildlife to explore. 
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In a working class family there’s always chores to be done. One of those 
was harvesting peat for the stove for cooking and heating.  We did have 
coal, but we preferred the pleasant aroma and steady head of Peat. 
burning . Digging wet peat is heavy work, stooking and stacking peat 
blocks is a delightful chore and done only in fine sunny weather. Besides, 
peat has cleansing properties it was actually a clean task and very 
picturesque to see our stooks drying on the bog.  

By coincidence,  was a founding member of the Newfoundland & Labrador Peat Association. editor the monthly 
magazine Peat News  in  the 1970’s and 1980’s  and editor of the book The diversity of Peat.  



Top: Our wood house and the cottaries c 1945. Middle, demolition of the last workers of the 

cottaries c 1960, and  Aberfoyle School 3.5km at the bottom of the Dukes Pass. Bottom: The 

manager’s house and magnificent Forest Commission planted in the 1960’s and photographed 

1995. 
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Slate Quarry Planting. The pine plantation in the distance  was planted about 1950.  The two Sitka 
spruces in the foreground were planted about 1957 and photographed in 1973.  On the right is a 
later photo one of the trees taken in 2004, by which time our wooden house that we lived in for a 
brief period was gone.  



After the always fascinating walk down 
the pass  to welcoming warmth of the 
very attractive and comfortable 
Aberfoyle Primary School. The school 
and the neighbouring parish church 
were designed by John Honeyman and 
built the in 1870. and this photo was 
taken by a former pupil Alexander 
Robertson in 1970. The ancient oak 
wood in the background is part of an 
ancient an ancient and well-managed 
coppice-with-standards  
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Another of my  fine old  schools was this  
castellated  Victorian  boarding school  
near Perth.  Apparently it was built for  a 
beer baron. 



Aberfoyle in  c1950. Top-left  Above the village;  top-right  Achray Forest  above the village, which  the Forestry 
Commission bought in 1931 and almost immediately planted  - mostly with Japanese larch  and Scots pine and 
Norway spruce ; bottom - The Strathendrick & Aberfoyle Railway was built in 1882 and terminus at  Aberfoyle linked  by a cable 
operated tramway to the  slate quarry on Craigmore.  

 

The Strathendrick & Aberfoyle Railway was built in 1882 and terminus at  Aberfoyle was linked  to the slate 
quarry on Craigmore. by a cable operated tramway . 



Although the  vegetation along the  
Duke  Road  has  changed  somewhat. 
There’s no more sheep grazing, and  
once heavily infested bracken is being 
replaced by naturally regenerated 
birch woods.  The David Marshall 
Lodge  - which was gifted to the 
Forestry Commission in 1960 by the 
Carnegie Trust – is a popular visitor’s 
centre which has enhanced the 
landscape while keeping much of the 
old  oak woods intact. 

The Changing Landscape Along the Duke’s Road. 
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View from David Marshall Lodge 



At the end a  school year when I became of legal working age at 15 years old, I walked from the school at one end of 
the village, to the Forestry Commission office  at the other end located beside white row houses on the right.  
Applied for a forestry worker position and was hired on the spot. Two years earlier , I am proud to say,   this forest 
was created the Queen Elizabeth Forest Park on the Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth  2nd   (although  
properly she should be Queen Elizabeth the 1st  using the protocol of James 7th  of Scotland  and 2nd of England – a 
slight error in judgment that caused  big red postal boxes in Edinburgh to mysteriously catch fire).   
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Aberfoyle: top: the view from the author’s childhood house and Aberfoyle from Manse Road and under flood water 

from the River Forth and  Ben Lomond in glorious sunset from Loch Ard near r Aberfoyle 
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As youngsters we took short day trips  through the country roads  to beautiful 
villages and towns  throughout the Scottish Highlands.  
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This is the typical bucolic  Perthshire landscape  - this near Glen Eagles Golf Course, - that I grew up  
and sometimes helped farmers harvest their crops and other odd jobs – like lifting potatoes. 
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One of my favourite places was Abbey Craig – not only because  of the magnificint 
William Wallce monument, but  also because  has great hiking trails. Not many people 
know that the Romans mined the crags for silver – from which Sterling Silver is derived.  
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Some of the sculptures of famous Scots in massive Wallace Monument.  
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Stirling Castle looking over the fertile Carse of Stirling to Ben Lomond 
and the Trossachs and snow-capped summits of the Arrochar Alps.    
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Forests do a good job of covering the scars left by the quarry that provided the stone for the 
Wallace Monument.  
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Most of the buildings date 
from the 15th-16th century. 

For the last decade in 
particular, Historic 

Scotland has undertaken  a 
major restoration of the 

buildings and its treasures.  
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This photo was taken when the Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders were garrisoned in the castle 
during which only few parts of the castle were open to the public.  Which is just as well, since  
the many of the building – the Great Hall in particular, were falling apart.  However, before the 
military left in 1964,  Historic Scotland had already made a good start on a massive restoration 
of the castle and its precious artifact. 
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/scotland/8513228.stm 



St. Leonard’s-in -Field Church with its beautiful Scottish Gothic Crown Tower 

 The ‘architect was John J Stevenson, related to the Stevenson family of lighthouse engineers and to Robert Louis Stevenson.  As  a 
prosperous ‘gentleman architect’  Stevenson‘s churches did not come cheap. And he would only accept commissions where he would assured of the highest 
quality  of both of design and of materials .  Given that Stevenson  had at one time considered entering the Free Church ministry,  it may have influenced 
the choice made by well-off Free Church congregations.  
  Stevenson’s proposals for Free St Leonard’s were based on what he referred to as “later Scotch Gothic”; he held that, while Gothic 
architecture had spread all over Europe, individual countries had developed their own characteristic styles, and, drawing his inspiration from such churches 
as St Giles in Edinburgh, St Michael’s in Linlithgow, and St Monans in Fife, he envisaged a building which would be both typically Gothic and typically 
Scottish., hence the crown tower which adorns St Leonard’s-in-the-Fields which may be the first post-Reformation crown tower in Scotland.  Building work 
started in May 1883 and opened in 1885  
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Alexander Robertson Balhousie Castle – the Black Watch Museum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



There can be few places in Scotland as 
historically potent as Scone Palace. 
When you visit Scone Palace you are 
walking in the footsteps of Scotland’s 
ancient founding fathers, both pagan 
and Christian. It was an important 
religious gathering place of the Picts, 
and it was the site of an early Christian 
church. 
Robert the Bruce was crowned at 
Scone in 1306 and the last coronation 
was of Charles II, when he accepted 
the Scottish crown in 1651. The place 
of coronation was called Caislean 
Credi, 'Hill of Credulity', which survives 
as the present Moot Hill. 
The present owner, the 8th Earl of 
Mansfield, William David Murray, 
succeeded his father in 1971. He is 
married to Pamela, daughter of 
Wilfred Neill Foster, CBE. Lord 
Mansfield is also 13th Viscount 
Stormont and Lord Scone, 11th Lord 
Balvaird and Hereditary Keeper of 
Bruce’s Castle of Lochmaben. Lord 
Mansfield has three children. His 
eldest son, Alexander, by courtesy 
Viscount Stormont, is the heir. 
 

Scone Palace 

SCONE PALACE: THE CROWN PLACE OF SCOTTISH KINGS 



The Honours of Scotland, also known as the Scottish regalia 
and the Scottish Crown Jewels, dating from the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, are the oldest set of crown jewels in the 
British Isles. The existing set were used for the coronation of 
Scottish monarchs from 1543 (Mary, Queen of Scots) to 
1651 (Charles II). 
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